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6045 E Foothill Drive
P a r a d i s e Va l l e y , A r i z o n a

4BR | 7BA | 11,610 SQ FT
$6,500,000 | MLS# 5611579

With views from every window and the finest European finishes, this elevated
estate needs to be seen to be appreciated. The yard and pool areas are perfect for
large parties and private gatherings alike, with ample patio space and no detail
left unconsidered. Fine finishes abound; from Venetian plaster walls hewn by
craftsmen from Italy, Portuguese limestone floors, a 17th century French fireplace,
hand crafted one piece iron staircase, accents of Portuguese tiles, and a wine
room and entertainment bar. The kitchen boasts a huge center island topped
with a single slab of walnut and opens to a cozy family room, and media room.
the master suite is an oasis, with a huge closet, exercise room, wood paneled
office and an elevator. Two bedrooms with a living room area, a complete guest
house and a Five+ car garage complete the package. Every inch is a treasure!

CASUAL EUROPEAN ELEGANCE ON 3 ACRE,
PRIVATEHILLTOPESTATEWITHPANORAMICVIEWS

For More Photos and Information on This
and Other Fine Properties, Visit WaltDanley.
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With views from every window and the finest European finishes, this elevated estate
needs to be seen to be appreciated. The yard and pool areas are perfect for large parties
and private gatherings alike, with ample patio space and no detail left unconsidered. Fine
finishes abound; from Venetian plaster walls hewn by craftsmen from Italy, Portuguese
limestone floors, a 17th century French fireplace, hand crafted one piece iron staircase,
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